H20 WORKS
MOBILE DETAILING AND PRESSURE WASHING SERVICE

OIL LIFT: UTILIZED CHEMICAL FACT SHEET

Oil Lift made by Save the Oceans Inc. was designed to be the ultimate green cleaner. Our mission is to Save the Oceans by
replacing toxic cleaners and solvent and capturing oil spill pollution. We are dedicated to ecology and the preservation and
cleaning of our environment. To accomplish this mission, we supply our customers with superior quality products that are
environmentally responsible so that they don't have to switch back to the toxic cleaners and ineffective oil spill cleanup products
At Save the Oceans Inc., we manufacturer of a number of powerful and environmentally safe cleaning products and pollution oil spill cleanup
materials, such as our Storm Force Brand for ship cleaning, Our Lift brands for household cleaning, our Super absorbent and Flubber Dust for
cleaning up oil in garages and shops. We are actively involved with numerous watershed groups throughout the world and promotes to
retailers the urgent need to protect the streams, rivers and lakes in their community. Part of our training program is to inform retailers and
their staff of the devastating effects of the thousands of minor oil leaks that find their way into local waterways. Oil Lift™ cleans these stains
without harm to people, pets, fish, plants and property.
Why Switch? - Works better than most industrial strength cleaners. -Safe for your children, your family and the environment, it is certified
Non toxic by the government Eco-logo program

3rd party eco-logo certification


Enviro-friendly



Increases worker & site safety



Effective & safe



No corrosive nor toxic residues including Phenol, acid, halogen, phosphate



No carcinogens



No sensitizers



No endocrine-disrupters



No special handling, storage or disposal requirements



Geared for up-coming government regulations WCB#5.57



No hazardous waste transportation requirements



Economical, industrial strength concentrate



No ozone depletion potential
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H20 WORKS
MOBILE DETAILING AND PRESSURE WASHING SERVICE

WATER RECLAMATION

The Law:

The Environmental Protection Agency regulates the disposal of contaminated waste water from industrial or
commercial cleaning operations. EPA regulation compliance must be considered by pressure washer and power washing users
when engaging in equipment cleaning, vehicle washing and facility grounds maintenance.
At H20 Works, we know the use of mobile pressure cleaning is necessary to extend equipment life, reduce downtime and
maintain value. Pressure washing is also aesthetically beneficial to retail establishments in having clean parking lots and
buildings. However, incorrect water reclamation is damaging the environment.

The Problem:

Any process of cleaning with a power washer or pressure washer produces a stream of waste. Contamination
of surface waters may arise from the rinse discharging to storm drains, which eventually drain to rivers and lakes. Chief
pollutants in such wash-water include phosphates, oil, grease and lead; which must now be collected or diverted to a collection
point to be properly contained, accounted for and disposed of.

The Solution:

At H20 Works, we use a water reclamation tank and wash mat to prevent all water and chemicals used from
entering storm drains and other sensitive areas. Our Car Wash Mats, Water Containment, Water Reclamation and Water
Recovery Systems will keep us all environmentally compliant when power washing cars, fleets, industrial equipment, parking
lots, gas stations and the like.
H20 Works takes pride in caring for the environment!
H20 Works will get you clean!
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